
The Crown On 7th Welcomes Its First Tenant Okra Cookhouse & Cocktail, The 
Newest Restaurant From The Crudo Team 
 
The Crown on 7th project has taken on a complete redevelopment of the 18,000 
square-foot complex into a renovated hotspot for restaurants and retail stores. 
Even better, it is now in full swing with the opening of the highly anticipated 
Okra restaurant by Crudo’s Chef Cullen Campbell.  
With the success of Crudo and Bar Crudo since opening in 2012, Co-Owner/Chef 
Cullen Campbell, Co-Owner Maureen McGrath-Campbell and Co-
owner/Mixologist Micah Olson decided to open up their sophomore effort- Okra 
Cookhouse & Cocktail, which opened last month on Wednesday, September 16th. 
Okra is now serving up authentic takes on classic Southern-style fare inside a 
stylishly restored midcentury modern space in the heart of Uptown Phoenix 
(5813 N. 7th St.).  
Okra’s food is a delicious blend of Southern and Italian cooking with an 
influence from Chef Campbell’s inspiration to reconnect with his family’s deep 
Southern roots. Campbell attended college just across from the Mississippi river 
in Memphis, where he was introduced in the city’s classic culinary traditions 
such as Southern Fried Chicken. Other creativities come from the collaboration 
between Chef Cullen Campbell and Jacob Cutino, owner of Phoenix’s own 
Homeboy’s hot sauce, the custom bottled hot sauce will be available at Okra to 
feature the spicy, bold flavors of Fresno chilies, cayenne pepper, red bell pepper 
and the perfect hint of vinegar for a Tennesse-style tang.  
Okra’s blurred blend of Southern and Italian style cooking offers starters such as 
Country Ham, Pimiento Cheese Aioli & Hoe Cakes and Entrées such as Eggplant 
Pamesan with Stewed Okra. There is also an expansive selection of house-baked 
Focaccias topped with everything from creamy Italian crescenza cheese & pecan-
honey, to pork belly, peperonata egg & Okra Hot Sauce. Famous savory rib-
sticking eats such as Ham Hock Osoo Bucco, Pig Cheek Pot Pie or Catfish al 
Forno, accompanied by classic accouterments such as Mississippi Comeback 
Sauce and Alabama White BBQ Sauce. Guests can enjoy Campbell’s secret to 
authentic Southern eating with Southern Fried Chicken served three ways: 
Buttermilk-brined, Tennessee Hot or topped with a rustic Umbrian meat sauce.  
Be sure to come in ready to try Co-owner/Mixologist Micah Olson’s vast menu 
of wines, craft bees, cocktails and an immense selection of the South’s finest 
small-batch bourbons. The cocktail menu has three sections it is broken down 
into including the “Southern Standards” portion that honors the historic culture 
of quality refreshing cocktails. The “House Cocktail” section combines Southern 
elements with modern mixology while combining that with more complex 
cocktails like Milk Was a Bad Choice (Brown Butter Washed Hamilton Jamaican 
Pot Still Rum, Banana Syrup, Crow’s Dairy Goat’s Milk and Mi Casa Bitters). 
Okra’s cocktail menu has a seasonal Julep section with bourbon, sugar and mint 
or a more creative version with the Piña Tail on the Donkey creation (Appleton VX 
Rum, Bacardi 8 Rum, Smith & Cross Rum, Mint and Pineapple Syrup).  
The Crown on 7th which houses Okra’s cozy 100-seat space is the perfect place to 
enjoy a meal in a blend of indoor and outdoor environments and admire the 
beautiful open kitchen. Okra serves both lunch and dinner 7-days a week. For 
more information call, (602)-296-4147 or visit OkraAZ.com.  
 



 
 


